WHO LIVES HERE?

A R E S N Y N G Y W F Y M Y V
B O K E Z O B E P H O O U E P
E Z N C O I E R J A U M S K O
R T O C O K W A H N E E B R H
T G A C C V O T W Y G X U K
S R O C V L A A B U R R O T J
Q G J O L Q I E P O L E T N A
U O M A S N R Z P M Y O U C B
I D M P L E L K L S K K A N E
R A J I T H Z M K G D G W E A
R H O U D O A C K L E I O V R
E N O E V R K N U K S L F A H
L R E M S S D U C K Z C G R T
T R V O Y E V W C U B E M A X
C Z C Y Q U R N G D O K J V E

Find these animals that live AT Whispering Hope Ranch:

BURRO
CAT
DOG
DUCK
EMU
GOAT
GOOSE
HORSE
LLAMA
PEACOCK
TURKEY

Find these animals that live in the forest NEAR Whispering Hope Ranch:

ABERT SQUIRREL
ANTELOPE
BEAR
DEER
EAGLE
ELK
HAWK
MOUNTAIN LION
RACOON
RAVEN
SKUNK
Unscramble each of the clue words. Take the letters that appear in boxes and unscramble them for the final message.

**Clue Words**

- **SUHSENIN**
- **NERTAU**
- **ASALMIN**
- **SFTOER**

**Hint:** Camp is a great place for making these.

Answers: Sunshine, Nature, Animals, Forest, New Friends
Across
2. The type of animal Eeyore is
3. Ponderosa Pine is a type of ___________
4. A tasty treat enjoyed around the campfire
6. A long walk
7. These shine brightly in the night sky

Down
1. Whispering __________ Ranch
2. A caterpillar becomes a beautiful ________________
4. Strapped to a horse for the rider to sit on
5. Tony Llama is famous for this
8. Archery uses a bow and ____________

Help Eeyore to the Campfire

Eeyore LOVES singing around the campfire with Cowboy Charlie! Can you help him find his way?
WHAT GROWS HERE?

BIGTOOTH MAPLE
BRACKEN FERNS
BUTTERFLY BUSH
FENDLER ROSE
GAMBEL OAK
JUNIPER
MILKWEED
MONKEY FLOWER
NEW MEXICO LOCUST
PONDEROSA PINE
Connect the Dots
SUMMER CAMP FUN

By _______________________

Whispering Hope Ranch

Want to share your story? Visit the Parent/Camper Info section of our website at www.whisperinghoperanch.org.
Thanks for visiting y'all!

Original artwork by Terry Glad Flores, WHR Staff Member.
Whispering Hope Ranch Foundation is a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit organization supported entirely by private funds. Our mission is to offer special needs children and their families rustic, Arizona ranch-style camp and retreat experiences enhanced by programs designed to foster nurturing interactions between campers and the animals residing at the ranch.